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Râ€�vÃªdeo vazado da Celebridade divulgado em capa VerÃªncia. Uma capa do DVD de JoÃ£o Caiati com a mÃºsica â€śNadando e HÃ£i de Fora.â€ť. israel e rodolffo marca evidente dvd downloadExercises Train The Body And Mind When the Scriptures say that we should exercise our bodies, it does not mean that we should go spend all our time on the treadmill. The body is much more than just the part which becomes a pile of flesh after years of daily hard exercise. Our bodies are made up of about 75 percent water. This water is constantly circulating inside the body in order to flush the blood, tissues and organs of toxins. The food we eat through our normal diet should be broken down into smaller and smaller particles until they reach our blood. This process is called digestion. When food is
digested, it enters the blood stream and the enzymes in our blood break it up further. These enzymes are needed for the blood to function properly. When these enzymes reach their destination, they are stored by the liver and waste is eliminated through our urine and bowel movement. By normal digestion, our bodies break down and eliminate the toxins from the food we eat. One of the most important rules of life is to chew our food thoroughly. When the food is thoroughly chewed, the saliva breaks it down so that the smaller particles of the food will reach the blood stream easier. During normal digestion, the food does not pass through the body to enter the blood stream. The body's main purpose for digestion is to wash out the food before it enters the blood stream. When the body gets

overworked and exercises strenuously, it does not have enough time to clean and flush the blood out. The enzymes are no longer able to break the food down. When our bodies are not properly cleaned by exercise, the toxins can collect in the blood. When this happens, it brings on a disease known as anemia. When a man exercises for a long period of time, his body has to produce more iron in order to get the job done. When there are more iron in the body, the red blood cells can not do their job. The red blood cells have to work harder to pick up iron and carry it around the body. When this happens
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